P L AY I T S A F E
RESPONDING TO THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE
OF THE FITNESS INDUSTRY

INTRODUCTION
The COVID-19 pandemic has changed

This document explores how Fitness

how the whole world lives. Beyond

Playground has responded to the new

the social implications, the economic

landscape. Our hope is to inspire a greater

damage has been extensive. The full

industry effort to support member safety

impact of the pandemic has yet to unfold.

now and beyond.

INDUSTRY
RESPONSE
In March 2020, the Australian

Industry. Some decided to innovate and

Government first shut down all gyms

expand their online presence. Others

and health facilities, in response to the

chose to hibernate. Some, unfortunately,

COVID-19 pandemic. In June 2021,

had to close their doors forever. As a

it happened again for NSW, this time

whole, the Industry’s response to the

for a longer period.

closure was well-executed. In a time
when focusing on health was crucial,
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These closures led to a wide array of

guidance from qualified coaches was

responses from those in the Fitness

available to many Australians.
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O P E R AT I N G I N
A P O S T- C O V I D
WORLD
A shifting landscape looks to be the
only certainty available these days. Two
components will dictate how things
continue to unfold:
1. The Global Impact
2. The Industry Impact

G L O B A L I M PAC T
Beyond the social impact of the virus, which will improve over time, the economic
impact of global lockdowns will take longer to correct itself.
Many models of economic recovery have been presented by analysts, including:

V-shaped recovery – a quick return to
normal immediately upon economies
re-opening.

U-shaped recovery – a slower return to
normal, based on an extended shutdown,
or conservative reopening plan.

L-shaped recovery – a descent into a
more prolonged depression that could see
economic growth halted for up to a decade.

Y-shaped recovery – a combination of
L- and U-shaped recoveries. This is a slower
short-term start-up than the U-shaped curve,
yet leading back to a faster full recovery than
the L-shaped curve would allow.

We know that each industry has responded to the effects of the pandemic differently.
Some sectors have thrived. Others will return to previous capacity somewhat quickly.
Some will be stagnant for long periods of time.
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I N D U S T R Y I M PA C T
Despite general optimism about the world starting to return to some sort of normal, we
all know by now that there’s a “new normal”. The “new normal” will cause a shift in the
way our members interact with Fitness Industry services.
Some of these changes, which we’ve already experienced or implemented since the
2020 lockdown:
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Overhauling cleaning &
hygiene policies

Branded protective equipment,
such as face masks and gloves

Implementing new bookingsystem functionality to aid
in social distancing

Increased demand for “alternate”
offerings such as outdoor and virtual
programs and coaching
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We believe there may be other changes, due to changing consumer
demands, including:

01. FEWER GYMS
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An unfortunate result of a crisis of this size

Over the mid-term, this will mean fewer

is the loss of any number of businesses.

gyms will compete for the same member

Companies that were in the red each month

base. Those who survive will be the

will have struggled to survive through

businesses who have provided the best

lockdowns, while some have already closed.

value through the crisis and continue to.
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0 2 . G R E AT E R I N N O VAT I O N
I N T E C H N O LO G Y
Technology has been pushing the Industry

The appeal of these platforms is pretty

forward for more than a decade. The

clear. Would you want to run on a treadmill

next decade will be no different. Besides

while staring at a white wall, or would you

wearables, heart rate monitors and other

prefer to plug yourself into a virtual game

devices, this decade will see the explosion

and achieve the same outcome? Think

of virtual reality. Companies like Oculus have

about spending an hour playing Navy SEAL

dominated this area, but we expect to see

while also getting a great workout. It’s more

an increase in competition.

entertaining and engaging.

03. A SHIFT IN THE INTRINSIC
M O T I VAT I O N S O F C O N S U M E R S
There’s nothing quite like a health crisis to

That’s not to say aesthetics won’t have

shift the priorities of the world, right?

their place (sex still sells). Still, we see an
emerging opportunity for gyms to diversify

One trend that we see moving forward will

their offerings to appeal to broader markets.

be members placing more of a priority on
both holistic physical and mental health.

Gyms should prepare for many scenarios

This goes against the traditional, aesthetics

of “new normal”. This will be critical for

focus that birthed the Fitness Industry. The

continued success in all industries in a

reasons we see a shift here are:

post-COVID world. The companies that

1.

As a response to the global pandemic;

will thrive will be those who embrace the

2.

A higher duty of care from employers

uncertainty and look to innovate. The worst

for staff working from home in the “new

approach will be sitting idly and praying

normal”;

for a “return to normal”.

3.

An ageing Australian population;

4.

An increased community focus on
mental health, as many have struggled
with lockdowns.
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A U S T R A L I A’ S
SAFEST GYM
The largest, short-term adaptation

comprehensive policies and procedures,

that gyms have needed to make

as well as communicating these. Gym

since lockdown number one is the

businesses now need to go over and

need to ensure the safety of its key

above to ensure that both members and

stakeholders. This has involved building

staff feel safe attending gyms.
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U N D E R S TA N D I N G
T H E V I R U S P R O P E R LY

COVID-19 is a contagious viral infection that generally causes respiratory illness in
humans. Presentation can range from no symptoms (asymptomatic) to severe illness
with potentially life-threatening complications.
The most common signs and symptoms include:

Fever
(though this may
be absent)

Dry cough

Other symptoms can include:

Shortness
of breath

Fatigue

Sore throat

Headache

The virus can spread from person to person through:
•

Close contact with an infectious person (including in the 48 hours
before they had symptoms)

•

Contact with droplets from an infected person’s cough or sneeze

•

Touching objects or surfaces that have droplets from an infected
person, and then touching your mouth or face
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INVESTING
INTO SAFETY
The primary focus for gym owners should be on keeping staff and members safe.
We have divided our Safety Plan into two sections:

01.

Member
Policies

02.

Staff
Policies
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01.

Member Policies
Members are the lifeblood of any fitness business. It’s due to members using our
facilities that we’re able to reinvest into our staff, facilities and new locations. While
member safety should always be a high priority for gyms, in a post-COVID world, this
needs to step up to the next level. Here are some of the member-focused strategies
that we’ve implemented within our clubs:

Automated capacity controls.
While our gyms are big spaces and
rarely impacted by 1 person per 4sqm
rules, we have capacity trackers and
screens located at the entry points
of our gyms. If a club reaches its
capacity of people entering the gates,
the entry gates will automatically
lock and will not reopen until
someone exits. This system both
ensures that we don’t breach
any restrictions, as well as giving
members calm knowing that they
can access the gyms upon arrival.
COVID Marshals.
Upon reopening, COVID Marshals
will be in-club, supporting COVIDsafe practices and assisting with the
verification of vaccination Digital
Certificates when needed.
Face masks.
Staff must wear masks unless it
is unsafe to do so. Members are
encouraged to wear masks in the club
when it is safe to do so (when they are
not exercising vigorously). The NSW
Government Public Health (COVID-19
General) Order 2021 specifies that:
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1. A person may remove a fitted face
covering the person is otherwise
required to wear if the person is
b. engaging in physical exercise except in
an indoor area as part of a gym class or
dance class, or engaging in work if
i. wearing the covering is a risk to the
person’s, or another person’s, health
and safety, or
ii. enunciation or visibility of the
person’s mouth is essential
2. A person who removes the person’s fitted
face covering under this clause must resume
wearing it as soon as practicable after the
circumstance ends.
Class limits.
Upon reopening in October 2021, to assist
with social distancing classes will start
back with limits of 20 people per class (and
lower limits for smaller studios), as per NSW
Government mandates. To help make class
spots available to everyone, more classes
will be added to the timetable. To assist
people to book into fully-booked classes
when someone cancels their spot, we have
implemented new “Notify Me” functionality
on our web booking system (accessible via
TIMETABLES at www.fitnessplayground.
com.au).
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‘No Towel, No Play’.
The hygiene-related rule that
members must bring a towel to the
gym is strictly enforced. Without a
towel, members aren’t able to train.
Members who forget can check with
the front office whether they can
purchase one from office staff.
BYO water.
Members are encouraged to bring
their own filled water bottles to avoid
the need for using the in-club water
fountains.
Sanitiser stations.
Sanitiser will be provided in-club.
Cleaning systems.
Fitness Playground has doubled its
investment into cleaning, increasing
both cleaning frequency and detail.
And while studios are cleaned after
each class, and the whole facility
and equipment undergo frequent
cleaning, members are expected
to use the provided sanitiser/wipes
to clean equipment after use (in
classes and on the gym floor).
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Alternative offerings.
Prior to the pandemic, Fitness
Playground only offered people the
ability to train within our clubs. We
now have many options, including:
•
In-club
•
Outdoors
•
Virtually, via Virtual Playground’s
live online classes
•
Virtually, via Virtual Playground’s
on-demand video workouts
•
Virtually, via online personal
training sessions with our
Coaches

Layouts for social distancing.
Layout reviews have been conducted to
support members’ ability to practice social
distancing where possible.
Club signage.
Clear signage has been displayed
throughout each club to remind members
and staff of key COVID-safe practices
and rules.
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02.

Staff Policies
Fitness Playground’s approach to member experience has always been to hire great
humans, who will then provide great experiences for our members. In short, our staff
are our brand. In these uncertain times, we need to do everything possible to ensure
that our staff are as safe as possible while working within our gyms. Some of our staff
safety protocols include:
In line with the Public Health Order,
all staff working in-club between 11th
October and 1st December 2021 will
be fully vaccinated.
Staff will be provided branded face
masks, which they must wear unless it
is unsafe or not practical to do so.
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Staff will follow disinfectant policies.
Staff have been encouraged to enter
the club when their work hours begin,
and exit once finished, so they are not
spending unnecessary time in-club.
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Summary
We live in a changing world. The COVID-19 pandemic has left its fingerprint on all
industries, not just fitness.
Gyms have adapted and will need to continue to adapt to a changing landscape.
Those who embrace the change will thrive. Those who resist it, or wait for the world
to go back to normal, will be left behind.
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